
 

Hello BFM Members – message from Red & Gray 

 

� Are you worried about using CGI because you don't understand it? 

� Do you want to enjoy the benefits and freedom that CGI can offer you? 

� Do you believe that CGI has not reached a level that could replace photography? 

� Have you had a bad experience with a CGI supplier or do you worry about the cost?  

 

If you have wondered about these issues or asked yourself these types of 

questions then Red and Gray are pleased to announce an exclusive 

“Summer Spectacular” offer for BFM Members to run alongside our brand 

new advert on the KBB Daily Website as of the 21
st
 of July 

 

With this in mind we want to share this offer with all BFM members as 

part of our ever growing campaign to put us at the forefront of product 

visualisation. 

 

Simply check out our advert or call the number below quoting reference 

“Summer Spectacular” for a HUGE 15% off any image produced in the 

month of august!  (not to be used with any other discount) 

 
 

 

We boast an impressive portfolio of large national and 

international clients, Kohler Mira, Aqata, Bristan to 

name a few, this leading CGI supplier have gained 

extensive experience in producing the types of interior 

images that are indistinguishable from real life 

photography. 

 

Red and Gray have an in house team of specialist 3D 

artists and modellers, interior designers and 

photographic retouchers who keep themselves at the 

forefront of the industry, always able to adapt their skills 

to suit the required image.  

 

Shunning the normal approach of many 3D studios of 

using overseas cheap labour, the company guarantee a 

level of photorealism not matched by their competitors 

and as a result can also offer creative support, often 

inviting their clients into the office to iron out design 

difficulties with the production artists. 

  

 

 

 

Using CGI in favour of traditional photography is a big step for 

most companies and Red and Gray offer consultative services 

to make the transition easier and to answer all the related 

queries and questions that will naturally arise.  Please give Lee 

Weaver a call on 01543 274573 or visit the website at 

http://www.redandgray.co.uk/ for more information. 

 

http://bfm.org.uk/directories/suppliers-directory/item/red-and-grey-limited.html 

 


